A Glimpse of an Unseen Stretch of Weddington Walk.
In 2014 I ventured into a secret stretch of the former joint Ashby and Nuneaton railway line, of
which Weddington Walk is a part.
Some readers may remember that once upon a time this disused rail-line could be walked from
Weddington all the way the Stoke Golding and beyond. Most of the rail buildings on the walk
were demolished – along with the bridge over Weddington Road – years ago. Most significantly,
MIRA (the Motor Industry Research Association) bought a large stretch of the walk from the A5
onwards and bricked up all access in the 1980s. This was no doubt due to the fact that some of
the disused bridges on this stretch gave perfect views of MIRA’s testing track for new cars and
other vehicles!
Having fond memories of walking this stretch – and wondering what this line is like now after
decades of secrecy – I recently gained access via fields across the A5 border into Leicestershire.
This was a daunting task as I am aware that MIRA are very keen to keep people off their land;
and the high brick wall with a CCTV camera beyond that one meets at the A5 is quite
intimidating. However, I was fascinated by what might lie beyond that wall, having walked that
stretch as a child. Would there be an overgrown wilderness? Remaining rail buildings? Secret
government installations? As a child in the 1980s a friend and I did climb the wall once, soon
after it was built, and were quickly directed back out by a man with a shotgun; so I was aware of
a certain risk here…
The current brick wall is not scalable so I decided to go around and took a field path parallel to
the line before cutting across the adjacent fields (making sure the residents of the houses along
this path did not see me, as they do apparently keep a look out for MIRA). Once at the perimeter
of the line, I was able to duck carefully under the barbed wire fence and find myself overlooking
the ‘secret line’ which has been closed to the public for over thirty years…
The first thing that became apparent was that this stretch is still in use by MIRA and a Landover
passed by as I observed from above the side bank. Once it was out of sight I scrambled down
the bank and found myself on the line itself; on a track where I had previously walked over three
decades ago as a child…
The track itself, whilst obviously used by MIRA vehicles, was overgrown and there was a strange
stillness to the area. I walked along the track a while and soon found the site of a disused bridge
where as a child I would innocently watch the testing ground at MIRA. This ridge was now fully
overgrown with no view or access to the MIRA site – no doubt this was left to get overgrown
deliberately to create a natural barrier.
With the sounds of oncoming vehicles in the distance, I took a brief moment to take in this surreal
setting that few of the public have ever seen, before scrambling back up the bank and into the
fields beyond.
I left the area with an exhilarating feeling of seeing a part of Weddington’s history – past, present
and future – as MIRA will be expanding very soon to dominate the area. I am delighted I was
able to capture just a few images of this unique part of the locale before development possibly
takes it away from us forever.
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